Regulatory interaction between mitochondrial genes. II. Detailed characterization of novel mutants mapping within one cluster in the cob2 region.
These studies describe the properties of three mit- mutants designated EM17, EM25, and PZ1, all mapping at two closely linked sites near one of the boundaries of the region of the mitochondrial genome concerned with the specification of cytochrome b. They all exhibit complex phenotypes affecting cytochrome b, cytochrome aa3, and additional polypeptides not found in the wild type. In the case of EM 17 this complexity can be ascribed to the presence of two mutations induced in the course of the initial mutagenic treatment: one, the cob2 mutation proper, is responsible for the loss of cytochrome b which is replaced by an altered, functionally inactive polypeptide, cytochrome b. This polypeptide can be further modified, or even eliminated, by the controlled introduction of another mutation in the cob1 segment of the cob region. The reduction in cytochrome oxidase subunit I, responsible for the effects on cytochrome aa3 and enzymatic activity in EM17, is due to a second (not mit-) mutation that has been located in the par1-proximal segment of the oxi3 region. This second mutation as well as the cob mutation can be overcome, and the respective aspect of wild type function restored to EM17, by recombination with rho- strains retaining the appropriate segment(s) of the wild type genome. The phenotype of the other two mutants is due to a single mutagenic event. This conclusion is confirmed by their ability to restore wild type functions by reversion. The mutation in EM25 appears to be due to a frameshift, which has led to premature chain termination, producing a polypeptide of Mr = 15,000 related to apocytochrome b. This change is accompanied by a decrease in the amount of subunit I of cytochrome oxidase. Revertants fall into three classes: on galactose two produce a polypeptide indistinguishable from apocytochrome b, but vary in its amount, while the third fails to increase apocytochrome b above mutant levels. Production of subunit I is increased but fails to reach wild type levels. Complete restoration of wild type functions can, however, be obtained by recombination of EM25 with rho- (cob2+) strains. Mutation PZ1 results in a complete absence of any polypeptide related to apocytochrome b and of cytochrome oxidase subunit I. These cells produce a novel polypeptide with a Mr = 45,000 not found in the wild type, and unrelated to all its normal polypeptides. Reversion or recombination with rho- (cob2+) strains results in virtually complete restoration of all wild type functions and the elimination of the novel polypeptide.